Tips & Tricks

- When connecting your brass fittings with 1/4" air line, we recommend using a tubing cutter for a clean cut.

- Moisten ends of barbs with saliva or Windex.

- Use a left-right twisting motion to insert tube on to barbs on brass tees. Soft-gripped pliers work well for this.

- Colder climates may require the air line to be heated slightly...CAUTION DO NOT USE A FLAME!! We suggest using a heat gun or hair dryer.

- Supply lines from the paddles can be spliced anywhere along the interconnecting loop to install tees. Keep in mind that even after installation, the tees can be slightly adjusted to meet with the incoming supply lines from the tank.

- Be sure to not cross air lines. Top barbs, marked delivery, are for the gauges and air bags. Bottom barbs, marked supply, go directly to the air tank.
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